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New report warns against climate change's
effect on oceans

Image 1. The town of Pacifica, California, just south of San Francisco, is ground zero for the issue of coastal erosion. On January 20, 2019,
the combination of ocean surge and a king tide caused high waves. Some homes and apartment buildings were destroyed. Photo by:
Carolyn Cole/Los Angeles Times/TNS

Oceans are heating up. A new study on oceans explains what this means for people. It could mean

big trouble. Melting ice sheets will also cause seas to rise quickly. 

Over the next 100 years, people will face many problems. Sea animals will also face many

problems. 

We Are In Trouble

"The oceans and ice are in trouble, so we're all in trouble," said Michael Oppenheimer.

Oppenheimer is a climate scientist. He helped lead the study. It was done through the United

Nations (U.N.)

The number of animals in the sea could drop. The study does say, though, people could help cut

down the number of problems. People must make changes. Greenhouse gases must be lowered
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quickly.

Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas. It is created by burning fossil fuels. Coal and oil are fossil

fuels. They are burned to create power. There is too much carbon in the air now. It traps more and

more heat in the earth's atmosphere.

Oppenheimer said lowering carbon could make a big

difference. People might be able to handle the

problems. Yet lowering carbon might not happen. If it

doesn't, Oppenheimer said there might not be

solutions.

Changing The Oceans

The U.N. study came out September 25. An important

meeting at the U.N. on climate change had just ended.

The meeting was called the Climate Action Summit.

Many had high hopes for the meeting. They wanted

countries causing much of the carbon pollution to make promises to change. That didn't happen.

The new study shows just how big a problem this might be.

So far, oceans have been the hero. They have helped fight the Earth's problems. Oceans have

soaked up some of the carbon dioxide humans have caused. Much has been caused by factories in

the last few 200 years. The oceans have also soaked up most of the resulting heat.

"But it can't keep up," said Ko Barrett. She studies the oceans for the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration. Barrett also helped with the U.N. study.

The study shows climate change has already started to change the oceans. Sea levels have risen in

the last 100 years. It's mostly because of water coming from mountains. Mountain glaciers have

been melting. The melting has happened in Alaska. It also happened in the Andes Mountains in

South America. 

Now, though, large ice sheets are melting. They are melting in Greenland and Antarctica. It's

causing sea levels to rise faster than ever.

Since 2006, sea levels have risen 0.14 inches every year. That's more than twice as fast as the 100

years before 2006.

The big question is what happens next.

Best-Case And Worst-Case Scenarios

The U.N. study's authors made two estimates. They tried to show what could happen. One

estimate showed what happens if countries lower greenhouse gases quickly. Compared to 2000,

sea levels would rise about 1 1/2 feet by 2100. The levels would rise 3 feet by 2300.

That would present problems. Still, Oppenhemier said problems would happen more slowly.

People would have time to plan. 

The second estimate showed a bigger problem. The authors estimated what happens if countries

fail to cut greenhouse gases soon. The sea would rise about 3 feet by 2100. It would rise far more
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after that.

Barrett said what countries decide will greatly affect the health of sea life. "And — importantly —

the world we leave our children."


